INTRODUCTION
Center-surround spatial organization is one of the core features of receptive field structure in visual neurons. Beginning at the first synapse in the retina, lateral inhibition shapes signals, creating antagonism between local (center) and global (surround) regions of visual space. Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) were the first visual neurons to be described in terms of center-surround receptive fields [1] , and the circuit mechanisms of receptive field structure have been studied extensively in the retina [2] [3] [4] .
Alongside this classical view of receptive field structure has been a growing appreciation for the diversity of RGC types and their specific roles in detecting specific visual features [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Some of these feature detectors, such as object-motion-sensitive RGCs, rely on an antagonistic surround [7, 13] , whereas others, such as M1 intrinsically photosensitive RGCs, eschew center-surround antagonism to suit their role in reporting global luminance [14] . Despite recent progress, few RGC types have been characterized in terms of unique electrophysiological responses, and circuit mechanisms responsible for such specific responses have only been identified for a handful of RGC types among the $40 types thought to exist in the mammalian retina [12] .
Here we describe a new type of RGC in the mouse, named the ''ON delayed'' (OND) RGC, whose receptive field structure deviates from the center-surround paradigm. Rather than being antagonized by large light stimuli, the OND RGC responds earlier than it does to smaller stimuli. The range of possible response latencies for OND RGCs is large, and the response to a stimulus of a size comparable to the cell's dendrites is unusually late. In addition, opposite to the usual antagonistic effect of the surround, firing in the OND RGC can be elicited by light patterns far outside its dendritic field. Our studies of the mechanisms responsible for these unusual receptive field characteristics yield new insights into the synaptic organization of retinal circuits and broaden our understanding of the varied roles of inhibition.
The canonical center-surround organization of RGCs serves to localize their spatial responses. The unusual characteristics of the receptive field of OND RGCs led us to suggest that they report a more global property of the scene, requiring integration rather than precisely reporting an event in time and space.
RESULTS

Functional and Morphological Classification of the ON Delayed RGC
As part of an effort to catalog the diversity of RGC light responses in the mouse, we encountered a set of cells with unusually long response latencies. Examples of ten of these OND RGCs responding to a 200 mm spot of light (intensity 100 rod isomerizations (R*)/rod/s, presented from darkness and centered on the receptive field) are shown in Figures 1A and 1B. Consistency of the response across trials ( Figure 1C ) suggested that the long latency was not a result of adaptation to repeated light flashes.
The response pattern was highly similar across cells within this group ( Figure 1B ), compared to ON RGCs outside this group that responded differently to the light step ( Figure 1D ). Whereas ON alpha, ON direction-selective, and ON orientation-selective are well-characterized RGC types (independently confirmed by We filled and imaged OND RGCs to quantify their dendritic morphology (Figures 1F-1H ; Figure S1 ). OND RGCs stratified near the ON choline acetyl-transferase (ChAT) band and distal to the OFF ChAT band ( Figure 1G ). This represents another example, along with the M1 intrinsically photosensitive (ip)RGC [15] and the ON orientation selective (OS) RGC [16] , of a functionally pure ON RGC with an OFF dendritic stratification. We confirmed that OND RGCs retained pure ON polarity in photopic conditions ( Figure S2 ).
OND RGCs had relatively small dendritic fields, with an equivalent diameter of 141 ± 23 mm (mean ± SD) in the ON stratum and 133 ± 19 mm (mean ± SD; n = 16) in the OFF stratum ( Figure 1H ). We also measured the longest axis through a polygon outlining the dendritic field in each stratum ( Figure S1A ). The long axes were only $40% longer than the equivalent diameter, a sign of symmetric morphology shared by most RGCs [16] [17] [18] . We found OND RGCs in locations throughout the retina with no apparent gradient in density, function, or morphology.
The most distinctive morphological feature of OND RGCs was their recursive dendrites that extended to the OFF stratum before returning back to the ON stratum ( Figure S1B ). Recursive dendrites have been described in a different RGC type in rabbit and mouse, the suppressed-by-contrast RGC [19] [20] [21] [22] . We found more and longer recursive dendrites in the OND RGC than in the mouse suppressed-by-contrast RGC or in two other bistratified RGC types (Figures S1C and S1D) . The closest morphological match to the OND RGC in a public online database of electron-microscopic reconstructions is the ''73'' (http://museum. eyewire.org). More tentative matches exist in the published connectomics electron-microscopy data: gc31-56 from [23] and, in a recent functional study of RGC calcium signals, cluster no. 37, ''ON slow'' from [12] . We note that a morphologically similar cell to the OND RGC, the recursive bistratified RGC, has been found in non-human primates [24] .
Inverted Size-Latency Tuning and Its Mechanism To measure the extent and strength of the OND RGC receptive field center and surround, we presented light spots of varying sizes from darkness (to 100 R*/rod/s). Given the small dendritic field of the OND RGC, we expected to find a small receptive field center. Figure 2A shows the spike count during stimulus presentation normalized to its maximum as a function of spot size for OND RGCs and four other ON RGC groups. In fact, OND RGCs had surprisingly large receptive fields (maximal response diameter, 386 ± 30 mm, n = 16) given their dendritic diameter. Unlike most RGC types [7, 16, 25] (Figure 2A ), OND RGCs showed very little surround suppression.
An unusual feature of the OND RGC's response to the spot stimuli was its inverted size-latency tuning ( Figure 2B ). Whereas other RGCs either increased response latency or showed no change in latency with increases in spot size, OND RGCs responded earlier to larger spots. The range over which the latency varied with spot diameter was large (0.3 ± 0.02 s, n = 20) compared to that observed in RGCs in the mouse and other species [26] . Examples for the same cell responding at five spot sizes are shown in Figure 2C , together with examples of two other RGCs for comparison. We also measured inverted size-latency tuning in OND RGCs in photopic conditions indicating that this feature of the response was robust across luminance conditions ( Figure S3 ).
To determine the mechanisms responsible for inverted sizelatency tuning, we performed whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings from OND RGCs (Figure 3 ). Excitation to the OND RGC (peak current, À122 ± 10 pA, n = 11) occurred only at light onset, was slow and sustained, and sometimes had a small very transient initial component ( Figure 3B ). Inhibition was large compared to excitation (peak current, 750 ± 70 pA, n = 13; maximum excitation-to-inhibition ratio of peak current across cells, 0.2 ± 0.02, n = 11), present at light onset and offset, and more transient than excitation. Two features of the synaptic conductances were distinct from patterns typically observed in RGCs. First, inhibition had stronger surround suppression than excitation ( Figure 3A ). Second, inhibition had a shorter latency ( Figure 3C ) and shorter duration ( Figure 3D ) than excitation. The duration of the inhibitory conductance also showed a marked dependence on spot size, becoming briefer for larger spots ( Figure 3D ).
These distinct patterns of excitation and inhibition make a prediction about the mechanism of inverted size-latency tuning in the OND RGC. Although steady excitation is required to depolarize the cell, rather than firing near the onset of excitation, OND RGC firing is initiated by a release from inhibition. The latency of this release from inhibition decreases with increasing spot size because inhibition becomes smaller and more transient, whereas excitation remains sustained and has less suppression. To test whether the synaptic conductances were sufficient to explain inverted size-latency tuning, we created a leaky integrate-and-fire model of the spiking activity of OND RGCs ( Figures 3E-3I ). Converting measured synaptic currents into conductances ( Figure 3E ) and feeding them into the model, we simulated membrane voltage dynamics in response to spots of varying sizes ( Figure 3F ). The only parameters that were chosen per cell were the spiking threshold and an increased time constant following a spike. Fixing these based on the spiking response measured for the same cell at a single spot size (200 mm), we then produced simulated data across the range Figure 3G ) and inverted size-latency tuning ( Figure 3H ). Surround suppression ( Figure 3I ) seemed somewhat stronger than in experimental results. This may be due to an additional current we discovered arising from stimuli beyond the RGC dendrites (see Figures 5 and 6) . This current was not included in the model directly, with its own driving force, but only via its contribution to the measured excitatory (cation) and inhibitory (chloride) currents.
Pharmacology of Synaptic Inputs to the OND RGC
To gain insights into the circuitry upstream of the OND RGC, we repeated our whole-cell receptive field measurements in the presence of different inhibitory receptor blockers. Our pharmacology experiments included gabazine, TPMPA ((1,2,5,6-Tetrahydropyridin-4-yl)methylphosphinic acid), and/or strychnine to block g-aminobutyric acid receptor type A (GABA A ), GABA C , or glycine receptors, respectively (Figure 4) . Two main results came from this set of experiments. First, light-induced inhibitory currents are completely dependent on a combination of glycine and GABA A receptors. Blocking both of these receptor types with gabazine + strychnine eliminated inhibitory currents completely ( Figures 4A and 4C ). The effects of the two blockers were not additive, however. Gabazine alone did not substantially reduce the total charge of inhibitory currents in OND RGCs, and strychnine alone reduced the currents to about 40% of their control charge. Non-additivity of these blockers suggests an upstream interaction between GABAergic and glycinergic circuits (see model below).
Second, the strong surround suppression of the inhibitory currents that we found to be critical for inverted size-latency tuning (Figure 3 ) relies on a combination of GABA A and GABA C receptors. Both the total charge ( Figures 4A and 4C ) and the duration ( Figures 4B and 4C ) of inhibition were increased in the presence of TPMPA and increased more in the presence of TPMPA + gabazine. Again, the effects of TPMPA and gabazine were nonadditive, suggesting an upstream interaction. Our results are consistent with the simplified model of the inhibitory circuit upstream of OND RGCs shown in Figure 4D . In this model, narrow-field glycinergic and GABAergic amacrine cells provide inhibition onto the dendrites of the OND RGC. Wide-field GABAergic amacrine cells in turn inhibit the narrow-field amacrine cells via GABA A and GABA C receptors. Although the diagram in Figure 4D is the simplest circuit consistent with our data, other interactions are possible. The amacrine cells shown are not necessarily single types, and they may interact with each other either directly or through the bipolar cells providing excitatory input to them.
Similar experiments measuring the pharmacology of excitatory currents with the same set of inhibitory receptor blockers yielded two main results ( Figure S4 ). First, surround suppression of excitatory currents is predominantly provided by GABAergic inhibition onto GABA C receptors, presumably located on bipolar cell terminals. We also observed an apparent strengthening of the surround of excitatory currents when blocking either GABA A receptors alone or GABA A and glycine receptors. Later experiments suggested that the reduction of current by these blockers was at least in part due to a source other than glutamate from bipolar cells (see Figures 5 and 6 ). Second, we found that presynaptic inhibition shapes the kinetics of the excitatory currents, contributing to their slow rise by eliminating an early transient component. This inhibition is provided by GABA A and glycine receptors. In summary, interactions between GABA A , GABA C , and glycine inhibition shape the spatial and temporal properties of the excitatory and inhibitory currents onto OND RGCs, leading to the unusual properties of the currents and, ultimately, to inverted size-latency tuning in the spike responses of the RGC.
The OND RGC Can Be Stimulated by Light Falling Outside Its Dendrites
Surround suppression of spiking responses was weak for the OND RGC; only ON alpha RGCs had a similarly weak surround among the ON RGCs we tested (Figure 2A ). Weak surround suppression could merely be the result of weak inhibition onto both the RGC and its presynaptic bipolar cells for large spots. However, the discrepancy between the small dendritic field of OND RGCs and the observed size of the receptive field center (Figure 2A ) motivated us to further test the response of OND RGCs to light stimuli beyond the RGC dendrites.
To test for activation by distant stimuli, we presented annuli of fixed width and varying diameters while measuring the spike responses of both OND RGCs and ON alpha RGCs ( Figure 5A ). The response curves were compared with the dendritic diameter for each of the cell types ( Figure 5A, vertical bars) . Whereas ON alpha RGC responses declined sharply for annuli outside the dendritic field, OND RGCs responded to stimuli far outside their dendrites. Spikes elicited by annuli outside the dendritic field were apparent in the OND RGC but not the ON alpha ( Figure 5A eter annulus elicited 20 ± 2 spikes in OND RGCs (n = 20) and 7 ± 3 spikes in ON alpha RGCs (n = 6). Thus, the seemingly similar weak surround suppression observed for both the ON alpha RGC and the OND RGC using spots (Figure 2A ) may be due, in part, to different mechanisms, as revealed by the annulus stimulus. ON alpha RGCs have weak suppression but no activation beyond their dendrites, whereas OND RGCs receive extra-dendritic activation.
Extra-Dendritic Activation via Disinhibition
What synaptic mechanism accounts for extra-dendritic responses in the OND RGC? Many studies have shown excitation in RGCs to be coextensive with their dendrites [27] [28] [29] . This is an intuitive result because the receptive fields of bipolar cells, which provide excitation to RGCs, are typically much smaller ($45 mm) [30, 31] than those of RGCs ($250 mm) [12] . Again we turned to voltage-clamp measurements to determine the source of the extra-dendritic activation, clamping the membrane voltage at either 11.4 mV (near the non-specific cation reversal potential) or À68.6 mV (near the chloride reversal potential), in an attempt to isolate inhibitory and excitatory currents, respectively ( Figure 5B) . Consistent with the decreased inhibition for large spots (Figure 3A) , annuli beyond the dendritic field of the OND RGC elicited no outward inhibitory currents but, surprisingly, we measured inward currents at both the chloride and non-specific cation reversal potentials in response to annuli well outside the RGC dendrites ( Figures 5B and 5C ). This suggested that perhaps a circuit distinct from those active within the dendritic field of the OND RGC provides activation beyond the dendritic field.
To explore the identity of these currents further, we recorded light responses from OND RGCs for both a spot and an annulus while holding the membrane potential at a range of values (Figure 6) . Using a small spot and a large annulus allowed us to measure the current-voltage relationships of the synaptic conductances elicited by light stimuli either within or outside the dendritic field of the RGC. A 200 mm diameter spot, covering mostly the area of the dendrites, elicited a response family as seen in Figure 6A . Consistent with the currents recorded at only two different potentials ( Figure 5B ), the early part of the response (at 200 ms) was dominated by an inhibitory chloride current (reversing at À55.8 ± 2 mV, n = 7; Figure 6C ), whereas the late part of the response included a substantial excitatory component and thus had a reversal potential between the chloride and non-specific cation reversal potentials (À22.7 ± 5 mV, n = 6; Figure 6C ).
The light response elicited by annuli (400 mm inner diameter) outside the dendritic field had only a late, sustained component ( Figure 6B ), and this current had a very different voltage depen- dence from those elicited by the spot ( Figure 6C) . Surprisingly, this current became more negative (inward) with increasing holding voltage, and had an apparent reversal at À72.8 ± 2 mV (n = 7). The fact that the size of this current depended on the holding potential excludes gap junctions as its source, as gap-junctional currents are characterized by flat current-voltage relationships. The ''inverted'' current-voltage relationship could be explained by disinhibition, the removal of a tonic inhibitory conductance by stimuli outside the RGC dendrites. However, the current reversed at a potential too negative for it to be carried by chloride. Therefore, we hypothesized that the tonic inhibition removed by extra-dendritic stimuli may at least in part be carried by a potassium conductance, which would account for its negatively shifted reversal potential. This would be the case if potassium channels controlled by metabotropic GABA B receptors mediate this current. Whereas voltagegated potassium channels were blocked in our recordings by cesium ions present in the recording pipette, the inward-rectifying potassium channels associated with GABA B receptors are unaffected by internal cesium block [32] .
Again we turned to pharmacology experiments to reveal the circuit elements leading to this extra-dendritic disinhibition. Whereas TPMPA (a GABA C -receptor antagonist) had no effect on the disinhibitory current, gabazine (a GABA A -receptor antagonist) eliminated it completely ( Figure S5 ). Tetrodotoxin also had no effect on the disinhibitory current (data not shown), suggesting that neither spiking amacrine cells nor sodium channels in other cells in the retina participate in this circuit. Whereas the extra-dendritic disinhibitory current was eliminated by gabazine, the inhibitory chloride current elicited by stimuli within the dendritic field of the RGC was unchanged in amplitude (Figure S5A) . Consistent with the hypothesis that metabotropic activation of a potassium current was involved in the extra-dendritic current, the GABA B -receptor agonist baclofen eliminated the extra-dendritic current while leaving (chloride-mediated) inhibition within the dendritic field intact ( Figure S5 ).
The diagram in Figure 6D summarizes our conclusions regarding the extra-dendritic current. OND RGCs may receive a tonic inhibitory conductance from a GABAergic amacrine cell, via GABA B receptors. The amacrine cell is in turn inhibited, via GABA A receptors, by a wide-field (non-spiking) GABAergic amacrine cell that is activated by distant light stimulation. In summary, extra-dendritic activation in the OND RGC ( Figure 5A ), which contributes to its receptive field center being larger than its dendritic field and its weak surround suppression (Figure 2A) , may rely on release from tonic inhibition via a serial inhibitory circuit.
DISCUSSION
An RGC Type with Unusual Receptive Field Characteristics
The long history of research on the light responses of RGCs spanning over seven decades and numerous species has uncovered many different types of receptive fields. To our knowledge, the OND RGC represents a receptive field structure that has not been reported in any of the previous literature. Two of its key functional attributes, inverted size-latency tuning and extra-dendritic activation, are unique among reported RGC receptive fields and among those we have measured. The unusual firing pattern of the OND RGC-in particular its long delay (Figure 1) -provides a reliable measure for functional targeting in wild-type mice, which can easily be further verified by testing for inverted size-latency tuning ( Figure 2B ). This targeting scheme should enable the OND RGC to be studied systematically across multiple labs.
New Functional Roles for Inhibition in Retinal Circuits
Two aspects of the role of inhibition in the non-canonical circuitry of the OND RGC are of general importance in sensory and systems neuroscience. The timing of the currents causes the RGC to spike upon release from inhibition, controlling the cell's unusual response-latency pattern (Figures 2 and 3) . A combination of distinct inhibitory pathways gives rise to these special characteristics in the synaptic inputs (Figure 4 ; Figure S4 ). The ON direction-selective RGC in rabbit has a similar release from inhibition mechanism to control speed dependence [33] . Glycinergic inhibition has also been shown to play a key role in delaying the onset of spiking in rabbit local edge detector RGCs [34] .
Second, we show a role for disinhibition in activating the RGC with stimuli far beyond its dendritic field (Figures 5 and 6 ). Disinhibition of a tonic glycinergic current onto the RGC is known to play an important role in the responses of the two OFF alpha RGC types [5, 35] . Disinhibition in the OND RGC does not reverse at the reversal potential for chloride ( Figure 6C ) and instead is most likely carried by a tonic GABA B -receptor-mediated potassium conductance ( Figure S5 ). Unlike the disinhibitory currents measured in OFF alpha cells, the current we measured Curves are empirically measured averages over 500 texture patterns at each blur size.
(legend continued on next page) was selectively activated for stimuli beyond the dendrites of the RGC (Figures 5 and 6 ). Our pharmacology results (Figure 4 ; Figures S4 and S5 ) constrain models of the circuits upstream of the OND RGC that shape the excitatory, inhibitory, and disinhibitory currents we measured in the RGC. Generally, these results support previous studies of the different receptors mediating direct inhibition onto RGCs, serial inhibition between amacrine cells, and surround inhibition onto bipolar cell terminals [34, 36, 37] . In particular, our results support the role of GABA C receptors in lateral inhibition in retinal interneurons (onto both amacrine and bipolar cells), but not directly onto RGCs. GABA C receptors limit the spatial extent of inhibitory currents into the OND RGC and control their decay in time. We found multiple roles for GABA A and glycine receptors in the OND RGC circuit, consistent with previous reports of their function in other retinal circuits [38] . Our finding that GABA B receptors provide tonic inhibition that is suppressed by extra-dendritic activation in OND RGCs represents a new role for GABA B receptors in a retinal circuit.
A Large Dynamic-Range Latency Code RGC response latency can depend on a variety of features of the visual stimulus, and spike-latency codes have been implicated in encoding contrast and spatial structure [26, 39, 40] . Latency shifts at steady luminance due to parameters such as contrast, which has been linked to temporal coding, are on the order of several tens of milliseconds [26, 40] . Remarkably, the OND RGC response-latency shifts by more than 300 ms with spot size ( Figure 3B) .
Whereas the kinetics of many parts of retinal circuits, including phototransduction, accelerate with increasing luminance, the long latency of response of OND RGCs and the stimulus sizelatency tuning are robust to a change in luminance ( Figure S3 ). The OND RGC may thus encode spatial information temporally. The role of the latency shift in the encoding strategy of the OND RGC remains unclear, and future studies with a wide range of stimuli may uncover how multiple stimulus features interact to control response latency.
A Possible Role for the OND RGC in Encoding Global Image Focus
What could be the function of the OND RGC? A canonical center-surround organization decorrelates responses of neighboring RGCs and enables them to report properties of the visual scene locally (i.e., occurring only in the receptive field center) [41] . An exception is the M1 ipRGC, which exhibits no surround suppression [14] and encodes global luminance [42] , rather than local information. RGCs usually also respond quickly, with latencies comparable to the minimal time delay imposed by phototransduction.
By contrast, OND RGCs respond to rather large stimuli and respond slowly. We suggest that spatial localization and speed are traded off in the OND RGC for achieving high sensitivity, via integration over time and space, in detecting a property of the visual field that is not highly localized and varies slowly. We further speculate that this property may be the degree of image focus detected by the retina.
Defocusing an image changes its spatial frequency content, attenuating high frequencies [43] . We measured RGC responses to full-field spatial patterns with equal distributions of positive and negative contrasts but varying degrees of blur and hence varying spatial frequency content [31] (Figures 7A and 7C ; see the Experimental Procedures). The mean intensity in each texture was equal to that of the background presented before and after it (1,000 R*/rod/s). OND RGCs fired at either the onset or offset of texture patterns, or at both times ( Figure 7B ). Note that the presence of texture onset and offset responses does not imply a light OFF response because there was no net change in overall light intensity between texture and background. Because we were interested in the dependence of RGC responses on spatial blur and not on local variations in contrast across textures, we quantified the response by summing spikes at onset and offset and averaging across five different texture patterns at each spatial scale. Among RGCs we measured, only some cell types, including OND RGCs, responded well to the texture stimulus (>10 Hz; Figure 7D ), whereas the rest responded poorly or not at all (38 of 70 cells). Moreover, OND RGCs were sensitive to the highest spatial frequencies; the texture scale at which the OND RGC reached 85% of its maximal response (21.3 ± 1.4 mm, n = 6) was the smallest among RGC types we measured ( Figure 7E) . Thus, the OND RGC is exquisitely sensitive to local contrast in a full-field image. The limiting frequency is consistent with both the resolution of single bipolar cells [30, 31] and the spatial frequency limit of mouse vision [44] .
The OND RGC's sensitivity to fine spatial scales is consistent with a model of nonlinear subunits for the receptive field of an ON RGC, with the onset-to-offset response ratio depending on the alignment of the bright and dark patches of the texture with receptive field subunits [31] . Mechanistic connections between this texture sensitivity and the other receptive field properties described in the Results remain to be explored in future experiments and modeling. The firing of OND RGCs is not selective solely for fine textures, and this one RGC type alone probably does not carry the full representation of image focus. Nonetheless, we think that it is a good candidate for a role within the focus detection circuit, given the above considerations.
Although its cellular substrate is yet to be discovered [45] , an image focus signal exists within the retina. During development, this signal controls emmetropization, the process matching the dimensions of the eye with its refractive power, in species including mouse and human [46, 47] . Normal emmetropization depends on the ON pathway of the retina [48] ; disruption of this process results in disorders of refractive index, such as myopia. A signal of image focus may also have use in the adult animal, in visual accommodation, which brings the retinal image into focus. Although the well-known lens accommodation (D) Spike count during both stimulus onset and offset versus texture scale, normalized by its maximum. Thin curves, individual cells; thick curves, average ± SEM over cells within each group. Numbers of cells: OND, n = 6; ON alpha, n = 4; ON transient, n = 5; ON-OFF direction selective, n = 3; OFF sustained, n = 4; OFF transient alpha, n = 4; ON sustained, n = 6. (E) Smallest texture scale for which the response reached 85% of its maximum for individual cells in (D) (average ± SEM within each group of cells). This value was the smallest for OND RGCs: relative to ON sustained RGCs, *p < 0.05; to all other groups, **p < 0.01; one-tailed unpaired t test.
(change in lens shape) may be absent in the mouse [47] , the pupillary near reflex, adjusting the depth of focus to the target distance [49] [50] [51] , may well be present [52] .
Future work identifying genetic markers of the OND RGC and tracing its projections in the brain will be needed in order to establish its role in reporting image focus or in other functions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Electrophysiology experiments were performed on retinas from wild-type mice presented with visual stimuli as described previously [16, 22] . All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Center for Comparative Medicine at Northwestern University. Methodological details, including data and image analysis and modeling, can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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